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The applications are not recognized by conventional medicine due to lack of scientific evidence in the sense
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Analysis

2023 

02.01.2023 19:31

Focus

$25,000 by 2/1/23. Safety, success, prosperity, love, endurance, capacity, connection, freedom
to wander, create, love succeed, prosper. Business success, travel, wealth, health. Beautiful
healthy body and life enhancing lifestyle choices, trust, certainty, possibility, energy, self-
confidence, fun and joy!

1

Desired state

I create my life myself. I see through and release myself from all kinds of patterns, reflections and
stagings, that have to do with: Megalomania

2
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Answer matrix > Management

Present state

This will be exciting

3

Personality development > 2. Mental and clarification competency

Desired state

Mental and clarification competency, Dissolving motivation disorders > I recognize, harmonize and
transform whatever is disturbing my motivation: I destroy my chances, to prove to my father that
he was right, that I will never get anywhere.

4

Desired state

I create my life myself. I see through and release myself from all kinds of patterns, reflections and
stagings, that have to do with: Pessimism
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5

Answer matrix > Management

Present state

Why that

6

Essences > Buddhafield Flower Essences

Desired state

Thyme
Promotes and helps in dealing with and overcoming old experiences and impressions.
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Personality development > 2. Mental and clarification competency

Desired state

Mental and clarification competency, Dissolving emotional blocks > In the light of divine love the
following theme dissolves and finds healing: I am sad because others are better

8

Answer matrix > Answer matrix

Present state

You are at the end of your work
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Personality development > 1. Individual competence > 1.1. Healthy and stable self-perception

Desired state

Individual competence, Healthy and stable self-perception, Bases of self-esteem > I acquire /
develop Cure of inner emptiness
I go step by step and my self-esteem acknowledges every little step. I have the strength and the
courage to grow and am filled and delighted by my actions.

10

Answer matrix > Answer matrix

Present state

What is that for
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Personality development > 2. Mental and clarification competency

Desired state

Mental and clarification competency, Dissolving motivation disorders > I recognize, harmonize and
transform whatever is disturbing my motivation: I let the emotions, problems and burdens bounce
off from me. Others consider me to be with less emotion.

12

Desired state

Gentle, proper and timely healing stimulation of the brain through the frequency: 136.1 Hz
Sun: light, warmth, joy, animus; Resonates with the earth year (Note=C#) (Color=Turqouise Green)
(Effects=calming, meditative, relaxing, centering); Period it takes earth to revolve around sun
(Tempo=63.8*127.6) (Chakra=Anahate/Heart chakra)(Effects=relaxing, soothing, balancing, harmony
with the cosmos, associated with the soul {"frequency of the soul"}) (Medicinal=Sedative)
(Other=significant tone in Indian music {called it the "sadja" or "father to others" - it was a keynote}
- corresponds to "OM" and the Christian "AMEN")
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13

Holistic management

Desired state

As a seminar participant or lecture participant, I am optimally strengthened in the topic: have
understood everything

14

Desired state

I create my life myself. I see through and release myself from all kinds of patterns, reflections and
stagings, that have to do with: Brutality

15
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Resolve > Resolving motivation disorders

Desired state

Solving motivation disorders > I recognize, harmonize and transform whatever is disturbing my
motivation Due to past disappointments and injuries I feel threatened by the society.

16

Essences > Healing stone essences

Desired state

Aquamarine
Has a calming effect and energetically supports the work of the body’s cleansing organs. The
essence has a refreshing and clarifying effect.

17
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Personality development > Skills

Desired state

Independence

18

Determine focus

Desired state

I am guided within my heart and experience power through my focus: to be able to bear the society

19

Desired state

Gentle, proper and timely healing stimulation of the brain through the frequency: 4.11 Hz
Associated with the kidneys (Effects=strength)
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20

Desired state

I create my life myself. I see through and release myself from all kinds of patterns, reflections and
stagings, that have to do with: abhorrent

21
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4. Heart chakra

Desired state

I have humanity, security, openness, tolerance, kindness and compassion through: Vibration in C /
H. Harmony of love, humaneness, sense of security, openness, tolerance, goodness, compassion.
Green Tourmaline/Smoky Quartz
Expands the downward flow of energy between the fourth chakra and the earth; helps us release
energies into the earth that are no longer necessary; facilitates the evolution of our creativity
through the development of the heart and our relationships with others and the earth; helps us
focus our creative energies as an effortless giving from the heart; promotes concentration and firm
willingness in the creative act.

22

Desired state

I create my life myself. I see through and release myself from all kinds of patterns, reflections and
stagings, that have to do with: Shopping frenzy
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Causes > Stress

Desired state

Gentle, timely and proper resolution of all causes of disease, especially: emotional dysfunction

24

Causes

Desired state

Gentle, timely and proper resolution of all causes of disease, especially:, Predamage of certain
tissue parts by infectious diseases, inflammatory reactions with toxic therapy of: Autonomic
Nervous System
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25

Answer matrix > Answer matrix

Present state

Use your opinion

26

Resolve > Resolving motivation disorders

Desired state

Solving motivation disorders > I recognize, harmonize and transform whatever is disturbing my
motivation The power to put an intention into practice, is missing.

27
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Essences > Light forms of energy

Desired state

Ecstasy
Opens up the body to the ability to feel ecstasy. Helps the multidimensional structures to connect.

28

Chakras general functions

Desired state

Harmonization of information and energy vortices of chakras at all levels at resonant time: Optimal
formation and function of the MERKABA

29
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Causes

Desired state

Gentle, timely and proper resolution of all causes of disease, especially: Genetically determined
diseases

30

Resolve > Resolving motivation disorders

Desired state

Solving motivation disorders > I recognize, harmonize and transform whatever is disturbing my
motivation Wisdom as a fundamental quality is replaced by power and ambition.
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Desired state

I am looking for contact and find the healing support and guidance through my power animal Black
panther
Symbolizes courage, strength, and power of unknown born of freedom and isolation. Task: striving
for freedom, opening oneself up to the unknown, fulfiling inner wishes and freeing oneself from the
known. Opening barriers with courage and determination and leaving borders behind oneself.

32

Resolve > Resolving motivation disorders

Desired state

Solving motivation disorders > I recognize, harmonize and transform whatever is disturbing my
motivation The tendency to think and act fanatically, intolerant, addicted or possessive.
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33

Essences > Light forms of energy

Desired state

Heavenly Body
Supports you in materializing the vision of your perfect body. Helps shape thoughts.

34
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1. Root chakra

Desired state

I have absorbed energy, will to live, vitality, basic trust, grounding, instinct for self-preservation,
security, safety and harmony: vibration in G. Energy intake, will to live, vitality, basic trust, instinct
of self-preservation, feeling of security, harmony of intersection of the powers of Ida and Pingala
Forest Fairy essence
Forest fern - Aspidium filix mas Good after the root chakra and magnetic essence. Limiting
conditionings have a negative effect on the spine. Affirmation. "Cleanliness is divine!"

35

Resolve > Resolving motivation disorders

Desired state

Solving motivation disorders > I recognize, harmonize and transform whatever is disturbing my
motivation The ability to accept or receive something positive or wishful is missing.
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Essences > Living Essences

Desired state

Pink Fountain Triggerplant
Vitality and physical stability, taking responsibility for oneself.

37

Determine focus

Desired state

I am guided within my heart and experience power through my focus: Freedom to live

38
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I-Ching

Desired state

With the power of my divine consciousness I now transfer all selected qualities and information into
the field of the client. May they work for the highest well-being of the whole until an optimal
balance for the client has been achieved (thank you!): 21 SHIH HO-The Criminal trial
Symbolizes endurance power and may indicate a time of resistance adjustment
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Details

This hexagram represents an open mouth (cf. hexagram 27) with an obstruction (in the fourth
place) between the teeth. As a result the lips cannot meet. To bring them together one must bite
energetically through the obstacle. Since the hexagram is made up of the trigrams for thunder and
for lightning, it indicates how obstacles are forcibly removed in nature. Energetic biting through
overcomes the obstacle that prevents joining of the lips; the storm with its thunder and lightning
overcomes the disturbing tension in nature. Recourse to law and penalties overcomes the
disturbances of harmonious social life caused by criminals and slanderers. The theme of this
hexagram is a criminal lawsuit, in contradistinction to that of Sung, CONFLICT (6), which refers to
civil suits. THE JUDGMENT BITING THROUGH has success. It is favorable to let justice be
administered. When an obstacle to union arises, energetic biting through brings success. This is true
in all situations. Whenever unity cannot be established, the obstruction is due to a talebearer and
traitor who is interfering and blocking the way. To prevent permanent injury, vigorous measures
must be taken at once. Deliberate obstruction of this sort does not vanish of its own accord.
Judgment and punishment are required to deter or obviate it. However, it is important to proceed
in the right way. The hexagram combines Li, clarity, and Chien, excitement. Li is yielding, Chien is
hard. Unqualified hardness and excitement would be too violent in meting out punishment;
unqualified clarity and gentleness would be too weak. The two together create the just measure. It
is of moment that the man who makes the decisions (represented by the fifth line) is gentle by
nature, while he commands respect by his conduct in his position. THE IMAGE Thunder and lighting:
The image of BITING THROUGH. Thus the kings of former times made firm the laws Through clearly
defined penalties. Penalties are the individual applications of the law. The laws specify the
penalties. Clarity prevails when mild and severe penalties are differentiated, according to the
nature of the crimes. This is symbolized by the clarity of lighting. The law is strengthened by a just
application of penalties. This is symbolized by the terror of thunder. This clarity and severity have
the effect of instilling respect; it is not that the penalties are ends in themselves. The obstructions
in the social life of man increase when there is a lack of clarity in the penal codes and slackness in
executing them. The only to strengthen the law is to make it clear and make penalties certain and
swift. THE INDIVIDUAL LINES 1 Nine at the beginning means: His feet are fastened in the stocks, So
that his toes disappear. No blame. If a sentence is imposed the first time a man attempts to do
wrong, the penalty is a mild one. Only the toes are put in the stocks. This prevents him from sinning
further and thus he becomes free of blame. It is a warning to halt in time on the path of evil. Six in
the second place means: Bites through tender meat, So that his nose disappears. No blame. It is
easy to discriminate between right and wrong in this case; it is like biting through tender meat. But
one encounters a hardened sinner, and, aroused by anger, one goes a little too far. The
disappearance of the nose in the course of the bite signifies that indignation blots out finer
sensibility. However, there is no great harm in this, because the penalty as such is just. Six in the
third place means: Bites on old dried meat And strikes on something poisonous. Slight humiliation.
No blame. Punishment is to be carried out by someone who lacks the power and authority to do so.
Therefore the culprits do not submit. The matter at issue is an old one-as symbolized by salted
game-and in dealing with it difficulties arise. This old meat is spoiled: by taking up the problem the
punisher arouses poisonous hatred against himself, and n this way is put in a somewhat humiliating



position. But since punishment was required by the time, he remains free of blame. Nine in the
fourth place means: Bites on dried gristly meat. Receives metal arrows. It furthers one to be
mindful of difficulties And to be persevering. Good fortune. There are great obstacles to be
overcome, powerful opponents are to be punished. Though this is arduous, the effort succeeds. But
it is necessary to be hard as metal and straight as an arrow to surmount the difficulties. If one
knows these difficulties and remains persevering, he attains good fortune. The difficult task is
achieved in the end. Six in the fifth place means: Bites on dried lean meat. Receives yellow gold.
Perseveringly aware of danger. No blame. The case to be decided is indeed not easy but perfectly
clear. Since we naturally incline to leniency, we must make every effort to be like yellow gold-that
is, as true as gold and as impartial as yellow, the color of the middle [the mean]. It is only by
remaining conscious of the dangers growing out of the responsibility we have assumed that we can
avoid making mistakes. Nine at the top means: His neck is fastened in the wooden cangue, So that
his ears disappear. Misfortune. In contrast to the first line, this line refers to a man who is
incorrigible. His punishment is the wooden cangue, and his ears disappear under it-that is to say, he
is deaf to warnings. This obstinacy leads to misfortune. 2 Note: For “Nine at the beginning”
Confucius notes:  “He is not ashamed of unhappiness, and is not afraid of unrighteousness: if he
sees no advantage, he is not moved: if he is not intimidated, he does not improve. But when he is
treated in a small way, he takes great care of himself. A fortune for the small person.” 1) The
individual lines are declared independent of the total sense of the sign, so that the first and the
highest punishment incurs, while the rest are charged with the imposition of punishments (compare
with, The corresponding dashes of the sign no. 4. Mong, the youthfulness ).  (2) It is to be noted
that there is yet another interpretation which emanates from the idea “above the light, i.e., the
sun, below the motion” outwards the sign to a market which is down in motion while the sun is up
at the top “The flesh of the nose is the disappearance of the smell, that is, the person is not
avaricious, the poison points to the dangers of wealth etc. Note: For “Nine at the beginning”
Confucius notes:  “He is not ashamed of unhappiness, and is not afraid of unrighteousness: if he
sees no advantage, he is not moved: if he is not intimidated, he does not improve. But when he is
treated in a small way, he takes great care of himself. A fortune for the small person.” Note: For
“Nine at the top”, Confucius notes: If the good does not accumulate, it is not enough to make one
famous. If evil does not accumulate, it is not strong enough to destroy one. The commoner
therefore thinks that good things in small things have no value; Therefore he omitted it. He thinks:
Little sins do no harm. That’s why he does not get used to it. Thus his sins accumulate until they
can no longer be covered, and his guilt is so great that they can not be solved.
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39

Resolve > Lack of energy

Desired state

I am full of power and energy. My lack of energy is balanced. I get soft, immediate and complete
healing by: Controlling links

40

Determine focus

Desired state

I am guided within my heart and experience power through my focus: To find peace
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41

Resolve > Lack of energy

Desired state

I am full of power and energy. My lack of energy is balanced. I get soft, immediate and complete
healing by: Bewitched, influenced

42

Chakras general functions

Desired state

Harmonization of information and energy vortices of chakras at all levels at resonant time: Optimal
health-oriented function and cooperation of the lower, middle and higher self
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43

Schuessler Salts

Desired state

Gentle, timely and sustainable balancing of all disorders of the mineral balance in the body cells:
No. 4 - Potassium chloride.
Strengthens mucous membranes, nerves and muscles. During the second stage of colds. During the
onset of hearing impairment for people who have to deal with high levels of noise on a daily basis.

44

Determine focus

Desired state

I am guided within my heart and experience power through my focus: Beauty
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45

Chakras general functions

Desired state

Harmonization of information and energy vortices of chakras at all levels at resonant time: Healthy
astral body

46

Desired state

Gentle, proper and timely healing stimulation of the brain through the frequency: 241.56 Hz
Frequency of Saros periode; [related to moon] ;
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47

5. Throat or laryngeal chakra

Desired state

I have inspiration, mental power, creativity, truth, word awareness and consciousness of the Inner
Voice through: Vibration in D / C#. Harmony of communication, inspiration, mental strength,
creativity, truth, word awareness, hearing the inner voice. No. 5 Medium blue Chalcedony, Rock
crystal Peppermint, Sage
Clarity and openness, throat chakra Mountain crystal is a clear, pure quartz crystal without
colouring and opacifying contaminants and so gives a clear perception. Chalcedony is valid from
time immemorial as a stone of the speakers. In literature, two aspects of communication are
described for the Chalcedon; the ability to listen, and the ability to understand. The essential oil of
peppermint is a refreshing and uplifting scent. The spicy scent of sage oil promotes the flow of
energy and completes the composition with a pleasant contrast.
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Optimization list
The applications are not recognized by conventional medicine due to lack of scientific evidence in the sense
of conventional medicine. The analysis and optimization lists and the associated possible choice of words, e.
g. "healing of..." and "resolution of causes..." are not a healing promise in the medical sense, but serve the
positive influence similar to an affirmation, where a goal is defined, which one wants to achieve. The
following optimization does not represent a medical diagnosis or therapy! It cannot replace an examination or
treatment by a doctor or non-medical practitioner.
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Determine focus

Desired state

I am guided within my heart and experience power through my focus: To recognize justice

49

Desired state

Gentle, proper and timely healing stimulation of the brain through the frequency: 486.2 Hz
Frequency associated with the spin of Pluto (Note=B)

50

Causes > Stress

Desired state

Gentle, timely and proper resolution of all causes of disease, especially: Pregnancy



Optimization list
The applications are not recognized by conventional medicine due to lack of scientific evidence in the sense
of conventional medicine. The analysis and optimization lists and the associated possible choice of words, e.
g. "healing of..." and "resolution of causes..." are not a healing promise in the medical sense, but serve the
positive influence similar to an affirmation, where a goal is defined, which one wants to achieve. The
following optimization does not represent a medical diagnosis or therapy! It cannot replace an examination or
treatment by a doctor or non-medical practitioner.
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Dieting

Desired state

I reach my optimal weight with the help of: Appleslim – for replacing fats

52

Affirmations food addiction > Craving for sweets

Desired state

It is okay that I am looking for relaxation and entertainment.
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Optimization list
The applications are not recognized by conventional medicine due to lack of scientific evidence in the sense
of conventional medicine. The analysis and optimization lists and the associated possible choice of words, e.
g. "healing of..." and "resolution of causes..." are not a healing promise in the medical sense, but serve the
positive influence similar to an affirmation, where a goal is defined, which one wants to achieve. The
following optimization does not represent a medical diagnosis or therapy! It cannot replace an examination or
treatment by a doctor or non-medical practitioner.
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Second Chakra: Svadhistana

Desired state

Harmonization of information and energy vortices of the chakra system on all levels to the resonant
time point through the chakra mantra VAM and the petal mantra: OM
Thirteenth petal
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Desired state

Gentle, proper and timely healing stimulation of the brain through the frequency: 418.3 Hz
Frequency associated with bones (Note=Ab)
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Optimization list
The applications are not recognized by conventional medicine due to lack of scientific evidence in the sense
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g. "healing of..." and "resolution of causes..." are not a healing promise in the medical sense, but serve the
positive influence similar to an affirmation, where a goal is defined, which one wants to achieve. The
following optimization does not represent a medical diagnosis or therapy! It cannot replace an examination or
treatment by a doctor or non-medical practitioner.
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Desired state

Gentle, proper and timely healing stimulation of the brain through the frequency: 8.3 Hz
Pick up visual images of mental objects; clairvoyance; "Monroe Focus 12?"
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Determine focus

Desired state

I am guided within my heart and experience power through my focus: To permit death
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The applications are not recognized by conventional medicine due to lack of scientific evidence in the sense
of conventional medicine. The analysis and optimization lists and the associated possible choice of words, e.
g. "healing of..." and "resolution of causes..." are not a healing promise in the medical sense, but serve the
positive influence similar to an affirmation, where a goal is defined, which one wants to achieve. The
following optimization does not represent a medical diagnosis or therapy! It cannot replace an examination or
treatment by a doctor or non-medical practitioner.
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Desired state

Gentle, proper and timely healing stimulation of the brain through the frequency: 421.3 Hz
Frequency associated with the orbit of the moon (Note=AS); Also associated with the revolution of
Mercury, but in this case it mentions the note “A”.
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Causes > Niduses and interference fields

Desired state

Gentle, timely and proper resolution of all causes of disease, especially: old stoves
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of conventional medicine. The analysis and optimization lists and the associated possible choice of words, e.
g. "healing of..." and "resolution of causes..." are not a healing promise in the medical sense, but serve the
positive influence similar to an affirmation, where a goal is defined, which one wants to achieve. The
following optimization does not represent a medical diagnosis or therapy! It cannot replace an examination or
treatment by a doctor or non-medical practitioner.
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Resolve > Burdens

Present state

Cosmetic-article

Desired state

I am full of power and energy. My lack of energy is balanced. I get soft, immediate and complete
healing by: Cosmetic-article
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Causes > Stress

Desired state

Gentle, timely and proper resolution of all causes of disease, especially: Rejection of structure
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The applications are not recognized by conventional medicine due to lack of scientific evidence in the sense
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g. "healing of..." and "resolution of causes..." are not a healing promise in the medical sense, but serve the
positive influence similar to an affirmation, where a goal is defined, which one wants to achieve. The
following optimization does not represent a medical diagnosis or therapy! It cannot replace an examination or
treatment by a doctor or non-medical practitioner.
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Determine focus

Desired state

I am guided within my heart and experience power through my focus: go deeper
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Causes > Niduses and interference fields

Desired state

Gentle, timely and proper resolution of all causes of disease, especially: Fallopian tube
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Determine focus

Desired state

I am guided within my heart and experience power through my focus: Take a stand



Optimization list
The applications are not recognized by conventional medicine due to lack of scientific evidence in the sense
of conventional medicine. The analysis and optimization lists and the associated possible choice of words, e.
g. "healing of..." and "resolution of causes..." are not a healing promise in the medical sense, but serve the
positive influence similar to an affirmation, where a goal is defined, which one wants to achieve. The
following optimization does not represent a medical diagnosis or therapy! It cannot replace an examination or
treatment by a doctor or non-medical practitioner.
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Desired state

Strengthened by the Yantra: Kurma - Saturn
Promotes peace, religiosity, generosity, power of prophecy, intuition. Regulates the flow of money,
financial and juristical problems and conflicts with authorites. Helps with meanness, high blood
pressure, overexcitability, colon disorders, pains and problems with blood circulation, feet, hips and
teeth.
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Essences > Aurasoma Balance-oils (Equilibrium)

Desired state

No. 82: Calypso
Colour: Green/orange: Insight from inside, deep joy from the heart



Optimization list
The applications are not recognized by conventional medicine due to lack of scientific evidence in the sense
of conventional medicine. The analysis and optimization lists and the associated possible choice of words, e.
g. "healing of..." and "resolution of causes..." are not a healing promise in the medical sense, but serve the
positive influence similar to an affirmation, where a goal is defined, which one wants to achieve. The
following optimization does not represent a medical diagnosis or therapy! It cannot replace an examination or
treatment by a doctor or non-medical practitioner.
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Causes > Stress

Desired state

Gentle, timely and proper resolution of all causes of disease, especially: Operation

67

Answer matrix > Answer matrix

Present state

You are from the same planet
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of conventional medicine. The analysis and optimization lists and the associated possible choice of words, e.
g. "healing of..." and "resolution of causes..." are not a healing promise in the medical sense, but serve the
positive influence similar to an affirmation, where a goal is defined, which one wants to achieve. The
following optimization does not represent a medical diagnosis or therapy! It cannot replace an examination or
treatment by a doctor or non-medical practitioner.
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New Direction & Resolution

Desired state

I trust my conscious mind
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Causes > Stress

Desired state

Gentle, timely and proper resolution of all causes of disease, especially: Constitution
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Resolve > Lack of energy

Desired state

I am full of power and energy. My lack of energy is balanced. I get soft, immediate and complete
healing by: Suppressed emotions



Optimization list
The applications are not recognized by conventional medicine due to lack of scientific evidence in the sense
of conventional medicine. The analysis and optimization lists and the associated possible choice of words, e.
g. "healing of..." and "resolution of causes..." are not a healing promise in the medical sense, but serve the
positive influence similar to an affirmation, where a goal is defined, which one wants to achieve. The
following optimization does not represent a medical diagnosis or therapy! It cannot replace an examination or
treatment by a doctor or non-medical practitioner.
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Answer matrix > Answer matrix

Present state

Accept and forget it

72

New Direction & Resolution

Desired state

I enjoy and accept the process of change including the difficult parts
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of conventional medicine. The analysis and optimization lists and the associated possible choice of words, e.
g. "healing of..." and "resolution of causes..." are not a healing promise in the medical sense, but serve the
positive influence similar to an affirmation, where a goal is defined, which one wants to achieve. The
following optimization does not represent a medical diagnosis or therapy! It cannot replace an examination or
treatment by a doctor or non-medical practitioner.
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New Direction & Resolution

Desired state

I learn new things easily
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Answer matrix > Answer matrix

Present state

It is not the highest good of the whole

75

New Direction & Resolution

Desired state

I feel confident and competent about learning and new challenges



Optimization list
The applications are not recognized by conventional medicine due to lack of scientific evidence in the sense
of conventional medicine. The analysis and optimization lists and the associated possible choice of words, e.
g. "healing of..." and "resolution of causes..." are not a healing promise in the medical sense, but serve the
positive influence similar to an affirmation, where a goal is defined, which one wants to achieve. The
following optimization does not represent a medical diagnosis or therapy! It cannot replace an examination or
treatment by a doctor or non-medical practitioner.
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New Direction & Resolution

Desired state

I am willing to take the necessary risks to change

77

Answer matrix > Answer matrix

Present state

Ask your mother
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following optimization does not represent a medical diagnosis or therapy! It cannot replace an examination or
treatment by a doctor or non-medical practitioner.
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Desired state

I create my life myself. I see through and release myself from all kinds of patterns, reflections and
stagings, that have to do with: feel
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Desired state

I create my life myself. I see through and release myself from all kinds of patterns, reflections and
stagings, that have to do with: Useful lessons
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New Direction & Resolution

Desired state

I relax, do my best, and my best is good enough
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following optimization does not represent a medical diagnosis or therapy! It cannot replace an examination or
treatment by a doctor or non-medical practitioner.
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Personality development

Desired state

I am worth it and ready to reconcile myself with my weakness, to examine it
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Desired state

Gentle, proper and timely healing stimulation of the brain through the frequency: 14.1 Hz
"Earth Resonance"; Earth Harmonics - accelerated healing (probably tied to Schumann Resonance
above.)



Optimization list
The applications are not recognized by conventional medicine due to lack of scientific evidence in the sense
of conventional medicine. The analysis and optimization lists and the associated possible choice of words, e.
g. "healing of..." and "resolution of causes..." are not a healing promise in the medical sense, but serve the
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following optimization does not represent a medical diagnosis or therapy! It cannot replace an examination or
treatment by a doctor or non-medical practitioner.
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Desired state

Gentle, proper and timely healing stimulation of the brain through the frequency: 294.0 Hz
Associated with the upper lip (Effects=emotions, conflict resolution) (higher octave of 9.19 Hz);
Associated with the spleen/blood (Effects=emotional impulse) (higher octave of 4.6 Hz)
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New Direction & Resolution

Desired state

I am patient and sensitive to the time it takes for myself and others to change



Optimization list
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positive influence similar to an affirmation, where a goal is defined, which one wants to achieve. The
following optimization does not represent a medical diagnosis or therapy! It cannot replace an examination or
treatment by a doctor or non-medical practitioner.
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Essences > Himalaya essences

Desired state

Mast Tree
Promotes optimism and joy for the future.
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Personality development

Desired state

Emotional competence, Gentle release and flow of emotionally bound energies in the physical body
and in all subtle levels. I experience repressed, bound or condensed feelings optimally on a physical
level as long as it is for my highest well-being. Healing of somatic states/somatic markers of
emotions and cognitive processes > I experience gentle, timely and proper healing of everything
that causes me suffering through: Gentle release and flow of emotionally bound energies in the
physical body and in all subtle levels. I experience suppressed, bound, or compressed feelings
ideally on a physical level, as long as it is for my highest well-being. Healing of the somatic
conditions / somatic marker of emotions and cognitive processes. Spiritual void
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Personality development > 2. Mental and clarification competency

Desired state

Mental and clarification competency, Factors for happiness I recognize the subconscious reasons
which make me compare my own happiness with other people, thereby restraining it through my
judgment.
I recognize: Every human is deciding themselves on the measure of their happiness. I am happy to
the extent that it is for my highest well-being. I am incomparably happy.



Optimization list
The applications are not recognized by conventional medicine due to lack of scientific evidence in the sense
of conventional medicine. The analysis and optimization lists and the associated possible choice of words, e.
g. "healing of..." and "resolution of causes..." are not a healing promise in the medical sense, but serve the
positive influence similar to an affirmation, where a goal is defined, which one wants to achieve. The
following optimization does not represent a medical diagnosis or therapy! It cannot replace an examination or
treatment by a doctor or non-medical practitioner.
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New Direction & Resolution

Desired state

I am centered and energized by changes in my life

89

Determine focus

Desired state

I am guided within my heart and experience power through my focus: Experience conviviality
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treatment by a doctor or non-medical practitioner.
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Chakras general functions

Desired state

Harmonization of information and energy vortices of chakras at all levels at resonant time:
Connection of the energy body to the central sun over the Blue Channel
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Essences > Australian Bush Flowers

Desired state

Bush Fuchsia
Balancing and integration of the left and right hemisphere of the brain; trust in one’s own intuition;
capable of expressing one’s opinion and expressing oneself clearly and unambiguously.
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Essences > Living Essences

Desired state

Shy Blue Orchid
Stopping negative, suppressive forces in the environment, becoming free to proceed further.
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New Direction & Resolution

Desired state

I trust my subconscious mind
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6. Forehead chakra

Desired state

I have a healthy perception, memory, concentration, intuition, wisdom, fantasy, imagination, self-
knowledge and mental clarity through: Vibration in D / D#. Normal perception, memory,
concentration, intuition, wisdom, imagination, fantasy, self-knowledge, clarity of mind. Optimal
formation, cooperation and function of the 6th Chakra (Forehead chakra)
In and between all levels and sublevels, the material, astral, mental, causal, spiritual, Buddhi and
Atma level.
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Personality development

Desired state

I am one with the spirit of life and suffused with joy of living and happiness.
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treatment by a doctor or non-medical practitioner.
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Desired state

I create my life myself. I see through and release myself from all kinds of patterns, reflections and
stagings, that have to do with: everything locked up
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Desired state

I create my life myself. I see through and release myself from all kinds of patterns, reflections and
stagings, that have to do with: vagabond


